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Well-being
an extraordinary physical and mental state,
desired by everyone, but which cannot always
be reached in our real life.
Nowadays well-being becomes a
necessity, almost a preventive therapy
to avoid stress.
At Valle del Marta, in order to make
relaxation intense and functioning, even for short periods,
a continuous meticulous research
aims at giving its guests
an increasingly innovative well-being offer.
We do this with passion and self-esteem
because we strongly believe what we do!

Mario Pusceddu
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VALLEDELMARTA

It is a hotel that combines luxury and comfort in a 
typical rural setting and the architecture of an 
agritourism, expression of a refined and 
innovative vision of hospitality, based on 
experiences and feelings that exceed the 
traditional concept of hotel accommodation. 

The union of elements such as stone, wood, water 
and respect for nature make Valle del Marta a 
unique place in many ways. 

The beauty farm of Valle del Marta, divided into 
three areas (SPA, Wellness Centre and the Hado 
pool), is located in this ideal environment. 

The beauty farm is a new concept, designed 
according to a philosophy of relaxation that 
extends to a psycho-physical wellbeing.

R E S O R T 



#A

#B

Night entry to the SPA zone (only for couples): € 60

The small SPA zone at Valle del Marta is 
composed of two hot tubs, a relax zone 
with swinging beds, a sauna for two 
people, dressing rooms and showers. 2/3 
couples at a time can enter it in order to 
make all customers relax in the best way 
possible. 

Customers can enter this area only with our 
beauticians. There are some changing 
rooms inside. In the wellness centre, there 
are areas for beauty treatments, massages, 
a salt room, a sun room, Nuvola, and an 
emotional shower.
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Located in another area, this pool, given its characteristics, is used for 
various purposes. Its water is a bit salty. Children may enter too. 
Although there is enough space for 10 people to swim inside the pool, 
Hado is usually employed for couples' relaxation.

 #C
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Treatment «Nuvola»: € 25

(20/30/40 min.)
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An innova�ve treatment completely relaxes your body and mind. 
The weightlessness sensa�on and the gentle abandonment in its 
warm water produce an intense relaxa�on that you have never felt 
before.

Halo therapy treatment: € 30
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It is a room covered in sea salt. 
Inside it, you will feel a sensa�on of 
wellness, due to the colour and 
smell  of salt.  The beneficial 
proper�es of salt produce a pure 
microc l imate with  constant 
temperature and humidity. The 
salt can ionise the air, rebalance 
the presence of posi�ve and 
nega�ve ions. Through a chemical 
process, the air becomes healthier 
and there is scien�fic evidence 
that inhaling it can help contrast 
respiratory and skin diseases as it is 
a natural an�bacterial agent. 

A session in the room contributes to eliminate tensions. Several 
scien�fic studies carried out in Eastern Europe have shown that the 
effect produced by these treatments (about 30 minutes each) in the 
salt room has the same benefits of three days at the sea; in children and 
the elderly it helps to respiratory problems giving a sure benefit to deal 
be�er with the winter. The salt room does not have specific 
contraindica�ons. (30 min)

It is a bioarchitecture place, whose concep�on has very ancient origins.



WATER DANCE
(water, music and stones)

Only at Valle del Marta
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Pure saline WATER;
MUSIC with a par�cular frequency, spread through water;
volcanic STONES typical of thermal zones (Paleo-Bolsena ignimbrite, 
ash-grey tuff stones already used by Etruscans).

Recent studies have demonstrated that water molecules acquire an 
ordered structure thanks to the above-men�oned elements; otherwise, 
their movement is disordered and chao�c. The physician Masaru Emoto 
and other scholars, like the 2008 Nobel prize for medicine Montagnier, 
believe that not only is water able to memorise sound waves, but it can 
also receive and transmit them with informa�ve frequencies. The Hado 
pool has been created on the basis of these theories. 'Hado' is a 
Japanese word meaning 'top of the wave' or 'energy vibra�on' that gives 
a strong and healthy relaxa�on. In the Hado pool a specific treatment is 
carried out in order to prepare your body and mind to relax completely.

Water dance -  (30 + 30 min):                                                € 50 

Water foot reflexology: € 50

Exclusive Hado pool for couples – 60 min:                             € 60  

Hado pool (not exclusive) – price for person for 60 min:            € 20
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In addi�on to all the benefits of foot reflexology, the 
Hado pool massage adds the benefits of hot water 
which relaxes your body completely. A�er finishing 
the treatment, a powerful hydro-massage 
completes the muscular  relaxa�on (foot 
reflexology dura�on: 30 min, overall dura�on: 60 

It is a unique relax program inside the Hado pool. It lasts for one hour and it is 
divided into two phases: the first is a kind of ritual aimed at crea�ng, with the 
help  of  a  beau�cian  of ours,  a  deep 
relaxing  in�macy  with  water.   In  the 
second   phase,   the   music     therapy 
spread  through  water,  together with 
colour   therapy   and     aromatherapy, 
generates the right atmosphere to relax 
your    body    and    mind    completely.
Hado is a Japanese word  meaning 'top 
of the  wave.'   This term   denotes   an 
extremely high energe�c vibra�on which 
is at the basis of the pool's construc�on. 
The  main  characteris�cs  of  the   Hado 
pool (built within the beauty farm)  are: 
slightly salty water, a musical frequency 
directly  transmi�ed  under  water  and 
some volcanic stones typical of the local 
hot springs. Star�ng from the physician 
Masaru    Emoto's    scien�fic    studies, 
bathing in this pool is thought to relax deeply and healthy.

Exclusive Hado pool for couples (night) – 60 min:                € 70



Manicure (50 min), pedicure (60 min), 
specific facial (50 min), relaxing massage 
(30 min), Nuvola (30 min).
 

Salt  room  (30 min),  emotional shower 
(10 min), face mask (30 min), total-body 
gommage (50 min).. 

Total-body gommage (50 min), emotional 
shower  (10 min),  anti-cellulite  mud 
(60 min), Nuvola (30 min).

Revitalizing massage (50 min), hydro-
massage, sauna (60 min)       .

DIAMOND OFFER:

EMERALD OFFER:              € 60

RUBY OFFER: € 145

              € 150

Sun room (16 min), face
massage (30 min), ma-
nicure (50 min), pedicu-
re (60 min).

GIADE OFFER:
€ 85

offers for women
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SAPPHIRE OFFER: € 120

Sun room (30 min), water dance in Hado 
pool (60 min)

Relaxing massage (30 min), hydro-
massage and sauna (120 min)
 

Apricot offer:                             € 60

“True friends” offers

Peach offer:                             € 80

Apple offer:                      € 65 Plum offer:                          € 45

Lemon offer:                       € 70

Face mask (30 min), Hado pool and foot 
reflexology (60 min)

Manicure (50 min), salt room (30 min),
Nuvola (30 min)

SPA, sauna and hot tubs, buffet with 
chef's choice selection, fruit cocktail, 
Prosecco (4 people minimum, at night, 
8pm-11pm)

Strawberry offer:                  €90

Salt room (30 min), sun room (16 min), 
Hado pool (60 min), Dinner with set menu 
(drinks included) at Valle del Marta 
restaurant

Price per person
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Salt room (30 min), emotional 
shower (10 min), couple mas-
sage (50 min).

Couple massage (50 min), hydro-
massage, sauna for two and relax
zone (60 min).

GOLDEN OFFER:

COPPER  OFFER:

SILVER OFFER:

BRONZE OFFER:

PLATINUM OFFER:

€ 75

€ 100

€ 80

€ 85

€ 60

offers for couples
PRICE PER PERSON

Facial (50 min), couple massage 
(30). 

Couple massage (50 min), 
Nuvola (30 min), face mask 
(30 min).

Couple massage (50 min), 
emotional shower (10 min), 
sun room (16 min), salt room 
(30 min).

Salt room for two (30 min), 
water foot reflexology (30 min), 
Hado pool (30 min).   

PALLADIUM OFFER: € 75
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Salt room (30 min), emotional shower 
(10 min), Nuvola (30 min).

BLUE OFFER:

LIGHT BLUE OFFER:

SKY BLUE OFFER: € 110

€ 85

€ 65

TURQUOISE OFFER: €105

Californian massage (50 min), Nuvola 
(30 min), hydro-massage, sauna and 
relax zone (60 min).

Nuvola (30 min), four-handed massage 
(40 min).

Pedicure (60 min), revitalizing facial 
(50 min), Nuvola (30 min).

offers for men

Decontracting massage 
(50 min), pedicure 
(60 min), eyebrows 
shaping (15 min), 
Nuvola (30 min).

COBALT BLUE OFFER:
€ 115
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Salt room (30 min), emotional shower (10 min), 
Nuvola (30 min).

   

PINK OFFER:

PURPLE OFFER:

FUCHSIA OFFER:

LILAC OFFER:

€ 60

€ 90

€ 50

€ 60

offers for pregnant women

Salt room (30 min), emotional shower (10 min), 
lymph drainage massage for legs (30 min).

Nuvola (30 min), lymph drainage massage for 
legs (30 min).

Manicure (50 min), pedicure (50 min), 
revitalising facial (50 min). 
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Massage of love (30 min), Hado pool 
(60 min) and a snack with fruit juice and 
Nutella sandwich. The child must be 
accompanied by an adult.

Massage o love (30 min) and a snack 
with fruit juice and Nutella sandwich. 
The child must be accompanied by an 
adult.

Hado pool (60 min), salt room (30 min) 
and a snack with fruit juice and Nutella 
sandwich. In the Hado pool and in the 
salt room the child must be accom-
panied by an adult.

FAMILY OFFER:               € 90

               € 75             PAW PATROL OFFER:

Salt room (30 min), Nuvola (30 min) and
a  snack  with  fruit   juice   and   Nutella 
sandwich.  In  the  salt  room  and  while 
Nuvola is in operation the child must be
accompanied by an adult.              . .
 

Manicure (30 min), coloured facial 
(20 min), Nuvola (30 min). The child 
must be accompanied by an adult.

RAPUNZEL OFFER:               € 60

ARIEL OFFER:              € 70

             € 65     SPIDERMAN OFFER:

only for children under 12 years old
young friends offersPRICES PER PERSON

Water dance in the Hado pool (30 min)
pool available for another 30 min. 
Snack with fruit juice and Nutella san-
dwich. In the Hado pool and during the
water dance, the child must be accom-
panied by an adult.

MINIONS OFFER:                                € 40
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Children massage school: € 30

Through the use of water, colours and lights, it can provide the 
person who uses it with a feeling of well-being and relaxation. 
(10 min)

Someone calls this 'the massage of love'. It is a deeply emotional 
contact between parents and children that promotes the relaxation
of both. It helps the child to distress and gives relief to the tensions 
caused by new situations, stress of slight discomforts. It is a good 
help to sleep-wake disorders. It feeds and supports the art of 
parenting. The massage, given directly by the parent, is driven by 
our beauticians who, with passion and experience, will ensure that 
a complex and ancient practice becomes easy to apply. (30 min) 

Emotional shower: € 10
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€ 90Valle del Marta’s «top package»:

€ 120

Wellness stones
Two massages in one with stones and reflexology.
Going back to Native Americans' traditions which employed, with 
amazing operations, smooth volcanic stones (able to hold and release a 
constant heat), you will be guided through a way of relaxation and 
gratification by our expert beauticians. In the end, the foot reflexology 
will complete your treatment, leaving a sensation of peaceful 
relaxation.

Valle del Marta «over the top»:

A feather in our cap.
It is composed by various techniques which form a psycho-physical 
sensorial journey: head massage, relaxing massage, foot reflexology and 
emotional shower.
It is a unique and revitalising experience: a two-hour intervention through 
a deep action between philosophy and manual skills, a rhythmic 
procedure that can restore every body part. It begins with a head massage 
which, thanks to an accurate relaxation of your skullcap, a scalp massage 
and acupressure on some Shiatsu points, helps to eliminate negative 
energies.
Then, a relaxing massage is given: perfumed oils will lead our beautician's 
slow but deep movements with the purpose of limbering up and relax 
your muscles to prepare them to foot reflexology, a technique based on 
Oriental theories according to which on our feet every organ and body 
part is reflected. The emotional shower with its colour therapy will 
conclude the program. (150 min)
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This offer includes: salt room (30 min), and salty pool entry (30 min). 
The salt room and saline scrub (which takes place thanks to the water 
moved by air jets) form a complete treatment which connects the 
benefits of breathing a saline solution and a saline scrub that polishes 
and revitalises your skin, and stimulates your surface microcirculation. 

This offer includes: salt room (30 min), total-body scrub with marine 
salt (50 min), entry to salted pool (30 min).
The salt room and consequently a slight saline scrub in water (thanks to 
air jets) prepare your body by opening your pores, thus facilitating a 
deeper cleansing done by expert hands with marine salt on your body. 
Apart from being a strong antibacterial treatment, it revitalises your 
skin and stimulates your surface microcirculation. (120 min)

This offer includes four total-body treatments: marine salt scrub (50 
min), marine mud (50 min), massage (30 min) and access to the salty 
pool at the end of the treatment (30 min). This program is surely the 
most complete. It gets together the effects of the classical 
thalassotherapy and those of the mud which, thanks to marine and 
vegetal essences, has draining effects – that is, it contributes to the 
elimination of excess fluids and toxins typical of cellulite, and 
stimulates the systemic circulation. (160 min) 

This offer includes: Algotherapy with marine seaweeds (50 min), 
access to the salty pool (30 min), and a relaxing massage with 
perfumed oil (30 min). A slight saline scrub in water (thanks to air jets) 
prepares your body by opening your pores, then comes the 
algotherapy with a mixture of algae which is applied to your whole 
body. After a hot shower, a relaxing massage with perfumed oil will give 
your body and mind strong wellness. (120 min)

Total-body scrub with marine salt: € 100

Treatment with marine salt and mud: 

Marine algae relaxation: 

€ 160

€ 110

€ 50Halo relax:
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What is thalassotherapy?

'Thalassotherapy' comes from the Greek 'thalassa' (sea) and 'therapia' 

(cure). It is a combination of elements already employed by Romans, 

Greeks, Egyptians, and Phoenicians, who used marine water and 

products (algae and fungi) to stimulate, mineralise, relax and restore 

their organism.

When can thalassotherapy help us?

Thalassotherapy has several positive effects: it increases our 

metabolism thanks to iodine that stimulates our organism and helps to 

burn fats; it improves systemic circulation thanks to the massage water 

gives you while walking through the pool; it strengthens our muscles 

by accelerating our bloodstream. Mud treatments and scrubs with salt 

smooth our skin and make it more compact and tonic. This treatment 

helps people with skin problems too. 

Whom is thalassotherapy useful to?

Thalassotherapy is generally recommended to adults and children, 

pregnant women, people affected by skin problems like psoriasis, 

dermatitis, eczema, erythema, or respiratory diseases like asthma and 

sinusitis. Nevertheless, it should be avoided by people who suffer from 

epilepsy or hysteria.
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Tasty chocolate massage:  € 55

Multi-flor honey massage: € 60

The honey massage is an ancient Russian-Thai practice which is 
well-known for its benefits on body and mind. Honey has a lot of thera-
peutic properties, not only when it is eaten, but also when it is applied 
on our skin. The massage consists of alternating delicate movements and 
touches with more vigorous massages.

Revitalising massage:   € 5O

Anti-cellulite massage (m.e.p.): € 50

It is a body massage that includes different techniques: decontracting, 
relaxing and lymphodraining. The massage is given on your entire 
body, from head to toe to remove the pain and tension accumulated 
from daily stress and bad posture. The feeling at the end of this 
customised massage is of total relaxation. (50 min)          .

It is a specific massage with intense and strong operations, localised 
on your thighs, glutei, abs and hips. It acts on cellulite nodules and 
flabs favouring their removal, and stimulating the venous and lym-
phatic drainage, and the consequent elimination of toxins. (40 min)

In addition to being irresistible food, chocolate is very useful to the 
beauty of our skin. In fact, cocoa butter feeds our skin and makes it 
soft  and  compact.  Moreover, c hocolate  is  rich  in  caffeine  and 
theobromine, two substances that have healthy effects on our 
nervous system and improve concentration. (50 min)                                     .

Relaxing massage: € 50

A relaxing body massage specific for the whole body. Very slow but
deep, especially suited for those who want to have some relax. 
(50 min)
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Hawaiian massage (lomi lomi): € 60

Foot reflexology: € 35

It creates harmony between body, mind, and spirit. It is mainly car-
ried out with slow, rhythmic, and long movements of four arms and 
hands that guarantee a total relaxation, besides acting on the lym-
phatic, circulatory, and respiratory systems. (60 min)         

It is a massage technique applied mainly on your feet. It is based on 
the principle that all organs, glands and body parts are reflected on 
your feet. Foot reflexology can influence the corresponding stimula-
ted organs. Moreover, it guarantees a total relaxation. (30 min)                          

Sun room (UV tanning room) – cost per minute:  €  1

It is an innovative tanning method. The standing position ensures 
uniformity of colouring. Unlike other methods, the sun room can be 
used by various people at the same time. (suggested time: 10-15 
min max)      

A path of volcanic stones placed on the chakra points spreads vibra-
tions of warm energy, dissolving tensions of your body and mind. 
It is and ancient Eastern technique, based on energy therapies, tar-
geted to the harmony and recovery of your psychophysical equili-
brium. Your soul and body stop being separate entities, flowing 
together into magnificent moments of absolute relaxation. (60 min)

Hot stone massage: € 60
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Lymphodraining massage: € 60

Head massage: € 25

Californian massage:  € 50

Back massage: € 35

Decontracting massage:  € 50

The decontracting massage is considered a real cure-all for subjects 
with muscular pain localised in specific parts, as a result of incorrect 
postural position or inadequate physical work. This technique consists 
of pure pressure operations, deep and superficial rubbing, massages 
for shaking tissues and make them more elastic in order to have a sti-
mulating and vasodilator effect. Therefore, during this treatment, 
many nerve endings are stimulated. (50 min)

This gentle massage stimulates the lymphatic circulation, eliminates 
toxins and excess fluids. It strengthens the immune system and it is 
suitable for people suffering from water retention, leg heaviness, swel-
ling, poor circulation and want to improve the look of their legs. 
(60 min)                                                                                                              .
Only for legs, the duration is 30 min and the cost is € 30.

This technique is extremely relaxing, thanks to an extensive stretching 
of the skullcap, a massage at the scalp and soft pressure of the Shiatsu 
points that helps to eliminate negative energies. (20 min)

Slow and wide movements characterise this massage, as if our beauti-
cian's hands performed a graceful choreography. Nevertheless, this 
does not prevent our beautician from following and respecting meri-
dians, reflex points and muscles. The Californian massage is particula-
rly suitable for those who want a moment of pure relaxation, those 
who want to let themselves go and finding their body harmony again, 
thus relaxing above all stressed people. 

This massage eliminates tensions and strengthens muscles, relieves 
pain caused by stress and bad posture, and alleviates neck pain. 
(30 min)          
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 Four-handed massage: € 80

€ 30

Lymphodraining face massage: € 30

Relaxing face massage: € 30

Anti-age face massage:

This massage, given with slow and deep movements, effects your 
lymphatic vessels and eliminates excess fuids, thus eliminating bags 
under the eyes and conceal signs of tiredness. Also, it is suitable in 
case of swollen skin (e.g. acne). (30 min)

It is given on your face, neck and décolleté, and it makes your skin 
more stretched and relaxed thanks to relaxing movements. This mas-
sage effects both little worry lines, and more marked ones. If it is 
given regularly, wrinkles will be progressively reduced. (30 min)

Two expert beauticians cuddle you with harmonic and synchroni-
sed movements and create the right balance between mind and 
body. This massage winds your body completely, stretching your 
deepest muscles and letting them rest. (40 min)           

This massage relaxes your facial muscles deeply, toning up your skin 
and making it brighter and more elastic. The massage is given with 
specific creams for any 
kind  of  skin.   (30 min)
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Water sound massage: € 80

Energy and vibrations: (the treatment is’nt in the water) € 50

The aim of this treatment is to awake your mind and body to find 
harmony. With the help of the Hado pool, where water molecules are 
modified, and the sound of Tibetan bells put near the chakra points, a 
vibration wave floods all your senses. When these vibrations reach 
your body, you feel completely relieved.
Total  60 min. (30 min treatment with bells and 30 min  in water relax).

Tibetan bells, used since remote times, played with their wooden 
hammer, emit harmonic frequencies which stimulates the cerebral 
ones and make them calm and relaxed. The result of this treatment is a 
peaceful sensation which restores your psychophysical balance. (30 
min) 
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Face scrub: € 30

This treatment allows the removal of facial dead cells, giving skin bri-
ghtness and compactness. (20 min)               

Total-body Scrub: € 50

It is a treatment that allows the elimination of dead cells, suitable for 
your whole body skin (face excluded). (45 min)         

Beauty treatments:
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Full leg wax (groin excluded) – 40 min - € 28

Half leg wax (groin excluded) – 25 min – € 22

Arms wax – 15 min – € 12

Par�al groin wax – 15 min – € 12

Total groin wax – 30 min – € 20

Abs wax – 35 min – € 20

Back wax – 35 min – € 20

Eyebrows shaping – 15 min – € 5

Upper lip wax – 5 min – € 5

Armpit wax – 10 min – € 7

Manicure – 40 min – € 15

Pedicure – 1 hour/1.30 hour – € 35



Specific face treatment:  € 60
There are many reasons why we want to improve our physical 
appearance. Our face is the first and most visible part of our body. 
When we do not take trouble over our appearance, it is easy to spot 
signs of tiredness and stress and, vice versa, it is difficult to hide signs 
of aging. Certainly, it is easier to hide slight blemishes. At Valle del 
Marta, our beauticians' expertise will help you find the most suitable
treatment for any kind of blemish.                                                          .
                                                                                                                                            

This gentle treatment helps eliminating the typical bags under the 
eyes. With this treatment the area around your eyes will be 
rehydrated and stretched out. (30 min)                                                     .

Specific facial: € 50
It consists of a specific cleaning of your skin, carried out with 
professional tools and cosmetics for any kind of skin. It must be 
considered as a proper beauty treatment or even a preparatory 
treatment to other programs. (Almost 60 min)      

Face mask: € 30
It lessens blemishes and improves both the appearance and physiolo-
gy of your skin. It will be applied after a deep cleaning of your face in 
order to let the cream better penetrate and cuddle your skin. 
(Almost 30 min)      

Thermal mud: € 60
It is a specific treatment aimed at lessen your skin's blemishes. It improves and reactivate your
blood circulation and re-establishes your psychophysics balance giving your body and mind a 
sensation of lightness. Our beauticians' expertise will help you find the most suitable treatment 
for any kind of blemish. (Almost 60 min)      

Eye treatment: € 30

This massage, with soft and embracing operations, helps reviving 
blood and lymphatic circulations, thus making your face more 
compact. (30 min)

Facial honey massage: € 30
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(60 min)
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It is a first-class cosmetologically innova�ve applica�on, which is very 
effec�ve in tackling the unsightly appearance of your skin roughness, 
hypohydra�on and inelas�city of the face. This treatment minimizes 
the visibility of the skin roughness and gives an immediately visible 
effect of a "full and voluminous" skin �ssue. This effect is not due to the 
applica�on of superficial covering substances, but to the deep 
distribu�on of the precious ac�ve components of mere milk and other 
substances derived from specific plant extracts. Dura�on: 80 min.
.

Hyper-moisturizing, an�oxidant, nourishing, elas�cizing, toning total 
body treatment (also in located areas).

Aimed at improving or restoring the condi�ons of a be�er tone and 
elas�city of the skin, this bath hydrates and nourishes your skin, 
giving it an immediate and visible elas�c tone. It is also suitable for 
intensive treatment on localized areas of your body: arms, breast, 
abdomen, glutei, inner thighs. It also protects the cutaneous 
microcircula�on with soothing and an�-inflammatory effects. 
Cleopatra's bath is extremely complete and structured and is 
par�cularly pleasant for those who receive it. Dura�on: 80-90 min.

Cleopatra’s Secret: € 60

Cleopatra’s Bath: € 145

Mere milk is rich in vitamins (A, B1, B2, B6, C, D, E), mineral salts 
(calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, iron, zinc, etc.), trace elements 
and essen�al fa�y acids (omega 3 and 6). Also, it contains re�nol 
(vitamin A) which helps to accelerate healing and collagen 
produc�on. Besides, mere milk moisturizes and contrasts skin's 
premature aging. Cleopatra had a herd of 300 meres in order to 
always have milk to eliminate wrinkles, make skin more delicate, 
maintain an unparalleled candour and youth.

HIGH COSMETIC TREATMENT IN MERE MILK
TERRE dei PAPI
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Valle del Marta Beauty Farm is open daily from 9am to 8pm; 
however, the SPA zone (hot tubs, sauna, the small relax zone and 
the Hado pool) stays open un�l 11pm. Everyone can make use of 
the beauty farm, even if s/he isn't a hotel guest. Treatment 
programs should be booked in advance, talking with members of 
the staff to arrange schedules and communicate special needs.
Some precau�ons and informa�on: In order to avoid unpleasant 
hitches, customers are kindly asked to be on �me – even arriving 5 
minutes in advance of the arranged schedules. In case of delay, the 
beauty treatment or massage could be shorter than normal, in 
order not to penalize the following customer(s), and no refund will 
be certain.
Customers are also advised to book some days in advance to have 
their access to our SPA and beauty treatments guaranteed (hot 
tubs, sauna and a small relax zone are for a maximum of 2/3 
couples at a �me). It is possible to call off a booking by 8am of the 
day of the treatment; a�er this �me, customers will be charged the 
100% of the cost of the treatments (the same rule is applied to 
booking vouchers). In case of health issues or pregnancy, 
customers should ask their doctor before making an appointment; 
however, a precau�onary mee�ng with our beau�cians will be 
necessary. The staff will not be responsible for side effects caused 
by non-communicated pathologies. For some treatments, children 
under the age of 16 must not have access, while children between 
16 and 18 can enter only if accompanied by an adult. 
All the customers who want to book a wellness program among the 
ones labelled with a “heart” will be given a kit with a bathrobe, 
shower gel, body cream, flip flops and a towel. In the other 
programs, a towel and shower gel is included. Customers are kindly 
asked to have their costume/trunks on in the SPA zone and Hado 
pool, and behave respec�ully towards other customers, speaking 
in a low voice in the SPA area.
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Agriturismo

Valle del Marta

For every occasion

Gift
Voucher regulations 

· A voucher is considered a document which certifies the right to use the specified services. Without the 

voucher, these services are not guaranteed.

· A voucher does not include what is not specified.

· A voucher is always prepaid and it has to be used within a year of its issuing date. Once expired, it has 

no value.

· Only the people it is given, whose names are in the box, can use a gift voucher. So, a voucher is non-

transferable.

· To use a voucher, it is necessary to book via email or phone. This request has to be follow by Valle del 

Marta's written confirmation.

· When booking, it is necessary to communicate all the data inserted in the voucher (voucher number, 

gifters' names, name of the person who has been given it, kind of offer indicated) and send a copy via 

email or fax to Valle del Marta.

· The original voucher has to be shown the receptionist before enjoying the services.

A voucher is a customised box prepared by 
our staff that contains: the name of the 
person who is given the present, the 
gi�ers' names, a chosen sentence, and the 
chosen offer. It can be sent via email, post, 
or collected at our SPA.

For you
for your friends

 for your partner
for your parents
for your children

for everyone…
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